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ABSTRACT
The sustainability of the healthcare system has
been in question for several years. With rising
healthcare costs, limited resources and an aging
population, society needs to come up with innovative ideas to reduce healthcare spending. This
paper attempts to illustrate how addressing goals
of care can have a significant impact on healthcare costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The sustainability of the healthcare system has been in
question for several years. With rising healthcare costs,
limited resources, an aging population and with healthcare professionals becoming more proficient at extending
life, society needs to come up with innovative ideas to
reduce healthcare spending and at the same time maintain or improve quality of care. It is clear that hospital
expenditures represent a significant cost to the healthcare
system. In 2005, it was estimated that 36.8% of the public health expenditures was through hospital spending
[1]. Some of the daily costs are higher than one might
expect. For example, a visit to a Vancouver hospital
emergency room can cost anywhere from $510 - $860.
An admission to a ward bed can cost anywhere from
$3000 - $4000 per day. Intensive care admissions can
cost over $7000 per day [2]. It is evident that a strategy
of reducing emergency visits, hospital and ICU admissions could significantly impact healthcare costs. Increasing palliative involvement in patients with terminal
illnesses can be a simple strategy that can help attain
these goals.

2. EARLY PALLIATIVE CARE
Palliative care is a unique specialty that focuses on
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pain and symptom management. They also serve as experts in communication and end-of-life issues. Studies
have shown that with increase palliative care involvement, patients and their families have improved quality
of life and may indeed have an impact on healthcare
savings [3]. The issue with palliative care has been they
have traditionally gotten involved in patient care near the
end of their illness. With this strategy patients are being
assisted with their symptoms at the end stages of life but
there is an opportunity lost by not getting involved earlier. If palliative care is involved from the beginning,
their symptoms are addressed earlier and often advance
care planning is initiated. Patients may have a better opportunity to do things such as dying at home, which can
be difficult to facilitate without advance planning. A recent study looked at stage 4 non-small cell lung cancer
patients that were randomized to either early palliative
care involvement or standardize care. Those patients that
received early palliative care had improved quality of life
measures, decreased hospital admissions, had less aggressive care at the end of life, improved mood and even
increased survival [4]. Cost analysis was not done on this
study but one can imagine with decreased hospital admissions and less aggressive care, there is potential for
significant healthcare cost savings.

3. IMPACT OF PALLIATIVE CARE
As mentioned previously, ICU admissions are very
costly to the healthcare system. In the United States it
was estimated that 1% of their GDP was directed towards ICU costs [5]. Some of these costs are incurred on
patients that are poor ICU candidates (they are unlikely
to survive or live independently) or goals of care are not
being addressed and the patients would not want heroic
measures done. It has been proposed that proactive or
even early palliative care involvement can help reduce
ICU admissions and ICU length of stay. Back in 2003,
Margaret Campbell published a study looking at proactive palliative care involvement with patients with mulOPEN ACCESS
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tiorgan failure or significant brain injury after CPR. This
resulted in decreased hospital and ICU length of stay.
DNR status was also addressed sooner. Overall there was
earlier identification of patients with poor prognosis,
earlier transition for changing goals to comfort measures
only, and earlier implementation of palliative care interventions [6]. A similar study was published in 2007 by
Sally Norton. These ICU patients were randomized to
standard care versus proactive palliative care consults for
patients that met certain criteria that represented poor
outcomes (hospital stay greater than 10 days, age greater
than 80 with two or more life-threatening co morbidities,
active metastatic cancer, post-cardiac arrest or intracranial bleed requiring life support). The palliative care arm
had significant decrease length of stay in ICU (8 versus
16 days) and at the same time there was no difference in
mortality [7]. It is clear that proactive palliative care involvement can impact ICU and hospital length of stay
and potentially healthcare costs.

tive care referrals. All these ideas would have cost to
incur but overall could save healthcare dollars.
One of the main obstacles is that palliative care has
traditionally been thought of as a specialty only associated with death. The attitude has been “once palliative
care is called, you know you will die within a couple
weeks.” These beliefs of course are unfounded. Regardless, some of these attitudes will serve as roadblocks for
advancement.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, increasing palliative care involvement
is a logical and potentially an evidence-based strategy to
reduce healthcare spending and improve quality of care.
There is certainly an argument for further studies looking
at the cost-effectiveness of such a strategy.
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